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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
www.eastgrinsteadsociety.org
The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and its
environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time being to
the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn make are
worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions, walks and visits. It produces this Bulletin of articles of
local interest and a Newsletter thrice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was
well received as a basis for future policy. It is very active in monitoring all planning applications and
making representations to the authorities on planning issues and promotes citizenship education in local
schools. It has held exhibitions, planted trees, restored the churchyard railings and martyrs' memorial,
and financed tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High Street. It has also produced surveys of trees,
seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by the mass grave of victims of enemy action in
Mount Noddy cemetery (now superseded) and historical guide-maps in the High Street, and presented
seats in memory of leading former members to Sackville College and the High Street. It has published a
book of reminiscences, sets of postcards reproducing old photographs, three town trails (one of them
also in French) and leaflets on the local martyrs and on Mount Noddy and Moat Pond. With the Town
Council it established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is a registered charity (no.257870) and belongs to the Federation of Sussex Amenity
Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion; the
larger the membership the greater the influence. The subscription is £10 p.a., renewable on 1 January
(except by those joining on or after 1 October). By signing a Gift Aid form standard-rate income tax
payers can increase its value at no cost to themselves. Persons wishing only to receive the Bulletin can
do so at a special rate of £5 per calendar year, payable in advance to the Editor (address on cover).
PRESIDENT Mrs M. COLLINS, D.L.
OFFICERS, 2010-11
CHAIRMAN J.W. BRIDLE
VICE-CHAIRMAN C.J.V. WHEATLEY, Ph.D.
TREASURER N.J. BEALE, B.A., F.C.A.
SECRETARY vacant
EDITOR OF BULLETIN M.J. LEPPARD, M.A.
Contributions for the Bulletin to the Editor, through whom permission must be sought to reproduce any
contents. Unattributed contributions are from the Editor or officers. Attributed opinions are not
necessarily anyone's but their author's.
BACK NUMBERS OF BULLETINS from the Editor: single copies £1 + postage (4 second-class stamps
acceptable); more than one copy £1 each, post free; set of all issues in print (82) £20 (to be collected by
arrangement after payment). There is a waiting list for out-of-print issues. Unwanted back-numbers (even
damaged or defective) are always welcome for re-sale. A list of principal contents is on the website.
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY

No.105 (Winter 2011-12)

EDITORIAL
This year there will be no escaping the Queen's diamond jubilee and the Olympic Games, with plenty of
retrospection about 1952 and 1948. Whether either will figure in our Bulletins later this year depends on
what may be offered and accepted for publication, but we have allowed ourselves to revisit 1952 on an
idiosyncratic quest (p.13). Otherwise there is the usual mix of history and reminiscence of buildings and
people, and, because Bulletin 104 was dedicated to an index, more reviews of publications than usual.
AS OTHERS SAW US (45): ASHURST WOOD CHAPEL (later church): On 5 November 1859,
when only the framework of the building was in place, a violent storm hit it and toppled the spire.
'Some who seemed to imagine that it was a piece of presumption to have a spire attached to a nonconforming place of worship, were ready to pronounce the calamity as a judgment for our temerity.' Report of the Rev. Benjamin Slight quoted in F.G. Elson, Pioneers still, 1849-1949 (1949), p. 27 .
AS WE SAW OURSELVES (35): ASHURST WOOD CHURCH (formerly chapel): 'A friendly
fellowship which welcomes all who come. It is also very warm, being blessed with an excellent hot air
heating system. The toilets and hall with kitchen and side room and a parish office and car park make it
an excellent complex.' - The Good Church Guide (1989), p.315 (All entries are as worded by the
participating churches themselves in response to a questionnaire.)
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Our Newsletter 36 (January 1987) announced a change of meeting
place from the Small Parish Hall, following members' complaints at the A.G.M., and the 1987 project:
'containers for flowers to embellish the new paved forecourt at East Court'. The Society objected to an
over-dense housing scheme, 'but our main contention is that any further development of East Grinstead
should take the form of a semi self-supporting satellite rather than just a further accretion to [the town]
itself. There were also some unhappy recollections from a former inmate of the orphanage at the
convent and a profile of the Society's new chairman, Mr Tony Scopes.
COVER PICTURE: When this home-made poster was reproduced in A history of East Grinstead by
M.J. Leppard (2001, p.157.) the year was unknown, but a report in Hansard's Parliamentary debates has
provided both it and its unexpected sequel. On 2 December 1947 Col. R.S. Clarke, M.P. for East
Grinstead, asked the Secretary of State for War, Mr Emanuel Shinwell, if he was aware that, although
the concert had been successfully held, a repeat performance in aid of the same charity at Ashurst Wood
was forbidden by the War Office, and enquired why. The minister replied that 'certain regulations' had
been overlooked on the first occasion but correctly applied on the second. Col. Clarke then asked if he
was aware that the Musicians' Union had intervened to have the regulations applied and whether he
considered it right that a trade union should control War Office policy and the charitable actions of
prisoners of war rather than himself. Mr Shinwell responded that the protest arose because there was a
charge for admission and that due regard should be paid to any union's representations. Vice-Admiral
Taylor questioned the continuing necessity of those regulations and Col. Clarke enquired 'Does the
Minister realise that a charity concert at which there is no charge for admission is of very little use?'
S .R.Kerr
DICK, BORIS AND US: Towards the end of last year Boris Johnson enthused about Dick Whittington
on Radio 4: 'He bankrolled Agincourt and elderly people in East Grinstead are still financed by his
bequest from the 14th century', i.e. in his almshouses, moved from Highgate to Feibridge in 1966.
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74-76 HIGH STREET

M.J. Leppard

BLOCK PLANS, to a scale of 1 mm/foot
Street frontage (north) at the top

LEFT as on 1873 25" O.S., RIGHT as in modern 50" O.S.

74-76 High Street, a late-19th century brick-built house incorporating a shop on the ground
floor, is easily overlooked, or noticed and dismissed in favour of its timber-framed neighbours. It was
not included in our original schedule of listed buildings in 1946. When added in 1972 its grade II status
was for its group value and the compiler, relying inevitably on what could be surmised from the street,
recorded it as late- 18th century with dormer windows added in the 19th. It was investigated in 1997 by
the late Peter Gray, who found it to be 'all of a piece', only the cellar (not under the shop) with one wall
exposed as stone, dating from an earlier period' (to which we may add the standard 33-foot frontage).
Dating it more precisely has to rely on pictorial and map evidence and the statement of Mr W.
Simmons, one-time captain of the fire brigade, that it was constructed in about 18792. The earliest it
can be is during 1873, for the first edition of the 25" Ordnance Survey map, published in that year,
records a different ground-plan from the present, as illustrated by the block-diagrams above. The
earliest datable photograph on which it appears is Frith's postcard 27658 of 1890.3 One of W.R.
Pepper's illustrations in his 1885 guide-book East Grinstead and its environs shows its predecessor4
but does not necessarily help date it more closely, since he could have used a drawing made much
earlier. (R.H. Nibbs's far from accurate drawing of that part of the High Street in his Antiquities of
Sussex, first series (1874)5 is imprecise west of Cromwell House, possibly conscious excision of a
modem intrusion, perhaps careless haste.) The probability must be that demolition and rebuilding took
place between the sale of Earl De La Warr's properties in the borough from 1877 onwards and the 1881
abstract of his title to them. 6
,

A pair of photographs of that stretch of the High Street, Harding postcard reprints, one dated to
1864 , the other evidently taken at the same time though (in the version I possess) unattributed and
undated, show its predecessor rather indistinctly from the north east and north west respectively. It is of
much the same proportions as Sackville House its western neighbour, possibly jettied, with a Horsham
stone roof, one dormer window, two first floor windows, and on the ground floor a shop front and side
window where the shop and house-door are in the current building. (Pepper's 1885 drawing mentioned
above and his undated oil painting on show in the Town Museum 8 match the photographs with the
addition of four joints and two carcases respectively hanging outside.) It probably dates from the 16th
century. As seen in plan on the tithe map of 1841 and 2511 Ordnance Survey map of 1873 it did not run
back as far as its replacement.
The earliest documentary record is the borough survey of 1564, in which it counts for 1 burgage
and 2 portlands, owned and occupied by Thomas Homewode 9, names so common that it is impossible
to claim any other knowledge of him for fear of confusing him with a namesake. By the time the rental
of c.1645 was compiled it had joined its eastern neighbours, our numbers 78-88, in the ownership and
occupation of Mr Edward Paine senior' °, and so it remained at the time of the rental for 1678-83 when
Edward Payne esquire held the block". Who lived in 74-76 then and how it was used is unknown.

Unfortunately no deeds have survived for 74-76 High Street, nor information of any other kind
that can be shown to relate to it, for another hundred years, when it can be identified in the 1785 land
tax, owner Lord Sackville, occupant Russell Hall, rental £4.6s.8d. 12 Russell Hall, baptised at Worth in
1735, had married Mary Wheatley (baptised Maresfield 1756) at East Grinstead on 26 December 1775,
two years after the birth of their first son, also named Russell, and sometimes styled Russell Wheatley
Hall or Russell Wheatley alias Hall. In the 1811 census his family shared 74-76 High Street with one
named Wheeler: Russell Hall, a gardener, is the solitary male alongside five females. 13 In that year the
property comprised a house, outhouse, stable and garden, annual rental £10.14 (Since horses could not
have been taken through the house, access to the stable is difficult to envisage: the tithe map thirty years
later seems to show no rear access to the portland; perhaps the stable was one of the structures at the
back of the gap between Porch House and number 86.) In his will, signed with a thumb print, he
described himself as a labourer. He died at Sackville College on 25 March 1816, a widower, and was
buried here beside his wife, who had died in 1809 aged 57•15
Either he or his namesake son is listed as a gardener in the Universal British Directory in 1794
and Palmer's East Grinstead directory in 1799, in which year one of them gained the sporting rights
over the Duchess of Dorset's Imberhome estate. 16
Russell the son is recorded in the 1803 militia list as a gardener, in the 17-55 year-old bracket
and willing to serve. 17 In the 1811 census he is in a house in the town which cannot be precisely
located, a gardener whose family comprised two males and three females. 18 Ten years later he is back
at 74-76, shared with another (un-named) family, both of them earning their living in agriculture, a total
of 4 males and 5 females altogether. A decade later, still sharing, the only other information is that he
is a bailiff; statistics of occupants are not given. 19
Comparable information can be produced for nearly every household in the town in those years,
but Russell Hall stands alone - and much more interesting two centuries later - for the survival of letters
he sent his youngest brother, William, on and off between 1812 and 1837, now preserved among the
latter's papers in the West Sussex Record Office? ° Town and family news predominates; examples of
some relevance to this article include the information in March 1832 that James [Russell's son] carries
on shoemaking, as when William lived here, and that Mrs Smith, their next-door neighbour [at
Cromwell House], has died. By February 1835 William's second son, another Russell [born 1831], has
started school, but in July 1836, he 'still can't say half his letters'. Throughout these years William
(born 1789) was stationed in various places as an excise officer, but when he died in 1840 he was
buried with his parents in East Grinstead churchyard.
In 1824 74-76 High Street had been rated at £8.15s and assessed to pay 4s.4'/2d. 21 In the tithe
award in 1841 the house and garden, owned by Earl De La Warr and still occupied by Russell Hall,
amounted to 1 rood 6 perches gross and owed the vicar 2 shillings. The same year's census records him
as a 65-year old farmer with a wife of the same age, Elizabeth, [son] James, a shoemaker (35), all born
in Sussex, and [nephews] William (11) and Russell (9), neither of them born in Sussex. Sharing the
house are James and Mary Morton, both 65, and James Morton aged 6, all Sussex-born. In the 1851
census Russell Hall is still there, a 78-year old widower and farming bailiff living with his unmarried
50-year old son, James the shoemaker, both born in East Grinstead, and 19-year old nephew Russell, a
miller's apprentice born in Ramsgate. James and Mary Martin [sic] are still there too, a 72-year old
glover and his 70-year old wife, and so is James Martin, now a 15-year old servant, all three born in
East Grinstead and defined as lodgers. Russell the householder died on 14 October 1853.
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By the time Edward Steer came to the town in 1856 James Hall the boot and shoe maker and
also bailiff to the East Court estate was keeping the house in the famil? 2, but in the 1861 census the
only member there, still unmarried, a 60-year old bootmaker employing one man. Matthew Brown
aged 68, formerly a gentleman's valet born in Taplow, and his wife Elizabeth, a 48-year old dressmaker
born in Westmill, Hertfordshire, are the new lodgers. From Pigot's directory for 1832 to Kelly's for
1867 James Hall is regularly listed as a boot and shoe maker. In 1856 he was one of the signatories to
the petition to the charity commissioners urging assistance with remedying the 'very inefficient
education' provided at the Free Grammar School. 23
The 1871 enumerator found Jesse Avery in residence, a 73-year old butcher born in Hooe, with
his wife Elizabeth (54), unmarried sons William (19) and Francis (16), both butchers, and daughter
Maria (11), all born in East Grinstead. Jesse had been in the trade here since at least 185524, probably
connected with the brick makers and butchers Elphick and Avery recorded here from 182325, and in
business across the High Street a little west of the Rose & Crown. 16 In 1875 his insanitary
slaughterhouse was reported to the authorities. 27 (Its whereabouts are not obvious but probably in the
area suggested above for the earlier stable.) The business's customer account book with one James
Turner from 1876 to 84 is held at the Town Museum. Jesse is listed in directories until 1878, but by the
time the 1881 census was taken 26-year old Francis had taken over, with his 24-year old wife. His
brother William had taken over in time for Pike's directory for 1886, assisted by his 16-year old son
William J. Avery when the 1891 census was taken. In 1899 the last directory entry has the business as
William Avery & Son. William Jesse Avery, however, was 'engrossed' in music, to the detriment of
his school studies and a career as a butcher. As a boy he won a gold medal in a competition for the best
rendering of 'The lost chord' and learnt to play the organ at the parish church from 'a Mr Parker'. In
1903 he married 'a girl of similar tastes', Kate Morris, whose father ran Ashurst Wood Post Office,
which in due course they took over. He was the first organist of Colemans Hatch church (opened 1913)
and later played at Lingfield and East Grinstead parish churches. He died in August 1930 aged 56.28
Even before marriage he had given up the family business, for the 1901 census records a 32year old married butcher, Frederick W. Rogers, born in Clapham, last encountered in the 1907 Kelly.
TELEPHONE
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A member of another local dynasty of
butchers, Ernest Octavius Wood, had taken over by
ERNEST WOOD,
the time of the next Kelly two years later. In the
ift) ~3)itfcbcr
1903 issue he is listed as a butcher at Brookhurst
721 & 76 High Street, East Grinstead Farm, in 1907 as a cow-keeper (milk-supplier) at
North End. Octavius Wood, presumably his father,
Prime Home-killed English Beef
was already in the business at 80 London Road
Veal & Southdown Mutton.
(later re-numbered 88) in the 1899 Kelly, conFinest quality Canterbury Lamb. Pork Sausages made daily tinuing there until the 1922 edition. By the 1913
edition Ernest had installed a telephone at 74-76
Ox Tongues, Calves Heads and Sweetbreads.
High Street (no. 16, seemingly one of our first) and
DELIVERIES TO ALL PARTS OF THE DISTRICT DAILY
opened a fishmonger's at 88 (later 100) London
A Trial Solicited.
Price List on application.
Road (telephone 16X). His fishmonger's business
last appears in a directory in 1922, his butcher's in 1923 (including the advertisement reproduced
here) .29 In April 1912 he was elected to the Urban District Council, serving until 1921, including
chairman of the farm committee 1914-15 and vice-chairman of the council at the end of the Great
War. 30 There is a photograph of him in the East Grinstead pictorial trade record published in 1912.
-
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Kelly's directories for 1927-38 record M. Harman & Sons as butchers at 74-76 High Street, a
branch of the old-established business at Forest Row purchased by Ernest Edward Harman of Surbiton
in 1911 and run by the family until the early 1990s. M in the East Grinstead name is Maurice, Ernest's
second son, who died in 1950. (His elder brother Keith had taken on a butcher's in Harifield; in due
course Keith's son took one in Blindley Heath and other family members opened others elsewhere. 31)
Mabel Harman is named at 74-76 High Street in the 1953 East Grinstead directory, but the next one
published for the town, in 1962, has Harold W. Wells as the butcher there. In 1976 he lost an appeal
against refusal of an application to redevelop the premises as offices. 'The special character of the
conservation area hereabouts, both socially and environmentally,' the inspector said, 'depends in my
view upon the retention of the small group of residences within a wider commercial setting. The
proposal would be sufficient to erode the attractive balance of uses in the vicinity at present, so that the
social flavour of this row of buildings would be harmed. 12
Mr Wells must have been finding butchering insufficiently profitable, perhaps as a result of the
advent here of supermarkets; he was the last to practise the trade at 74-76 High Street. It continued as a
shop, however, most recently selling women's dresses and accessories as 'First Impressions', under
which name it relocated to Forest Row in 2010. The last owners of whom I am aware were Mr Paul
Sarson and Miss Dorothy Johnston.
REFERENCES: E.G. = East Grinstead; E.G.O. = E.G. Observer; E.G.S.B. = E.G. Society Bulletin; 100 buildings
M.J. Leppard, 100 buildings ofE.G. (2006); S.R.S. = Sussex Record Society; W.S.R.O. = West Sussex Record Office
1
His notes, in my possession 2 Note in Harold Connold's album of old photographs at the public library 3 Reproduced
Reproduced E.G.S.B. 4, p.16, and D. Gould, E. G. and its
D. Hatswell, E. G., a history and a celebration (2004), p.16
Reproduced E.G.S.B. 2, p.8 6 W.H. Hills MSS, W.S.R.O. acc.7986 7 Reproduced 100
environs (2001), p.51
buildings, no.23 8 Reproduced on front wrapper of 100 buildings 9 Public Record Office DL42/1 12 (Sussex
10 Centre for Kentish Studies, Maidstone U269/E 180 ' W.H. Hills, History
Archaeological Collections, vol.106, p.50)
12
S.R.S. vol.77, p.89 13 Draft return (W.S.R.O. PAR 348/26/2/6) 14 Act for vesting certain
of E.G. (1906), p.40
estates of George Viscount Sackville in trustees 15 Genealogical information on the Hall family in this and subsequent
paragraphs mostly from Mrs R.I. Hall of Seaford (personal communications, 11 Jan. - 28 Feb. 2000) 16 Deputations of
Gamekeepers (S.R.S. vol.51, p.60) 17 Pevensey Rape, Northern Division (transcription published by PBN Publications,
1988, p.19) 18 As note 13 19 Draft census returns, as transcribed on CD by the Sussex Family History Group 20 Add
Mss 39,854-39 21 Draft church rate book (W.S.R.O. PAR 348/4/17) 22 Reminiscences serialised in E.G.O., 1899
23
D.F. Neville, 'Education and social conflict in East Grinstead' (1978, dissertation in public library, appendix J)
24
Kelly's directory 25 Pigot's directory 26 E. Steer, as note 22 27 Cutting in scrapbook, as note 6 28 A.S. Bridgland,
'Memories of E.G. by a native' XI (E.G.O., 30 Aug. 194 1) and Ashurst Wood 1086-1986 (A.W. Historians, 1986), p.36
29
30 Mr L.A. Griffith's notes from E. G. 0. (in my
Kelly's and E.G. Civic League and Enquiry Bureau's respectively
possession) and directories. 31 'Two hundred and eighty years a butcher's shop?', Forest Row, historical aspects and
recollections, vol.5, part 1 (April 1992), pp.5-12; there are photographs of the shop (nowadays selling toys) and family
members on pp. 8f. 32 E.G.SB. 20, p.10

THE FIELD-NAME RUTLANDS: Rutlands and Rutland Mead are adjoining fields listed at Holly
Bush Farm (the old part of Standen) from 1776 to 1884' and 18412 respectively. Rutland's Meadow at
Hoskins Farm adjoins Rutlands Field at East Court Farm in 1841 in the tithe award. They cannot have
any connection with a county 90 miles away. Theoretically they could preserve the name of a former
owner or tenant, but I can find no evidence for anyone of that name here in or before the 18th century.
It is most likely therefore, especially in two distinct locations, to be purely descriptive, rut land. Just
possibly Rutleys at Tablehurst in 1597/98 3 has a similar explanation, though the others listed with it are
clearly from surnames.
M.J.L.
Saint Hill estate maps (W.S.R.O.)

2 Tithe award

3 Buckhurst Terrier (S.R.S. vol.39, p.45)

FOND MEMORIES OF 'MRS H.', an outstanding and unusual Zoology teacher

Peter Freeland

In the mid-1950s it was my privilege to be taught Zoology by Mrs Gaye (Grace) C. Hellyer,
wife of A. (Arthur) G.L. Heilyer, the distinguished horticulturist. Mr & Mrs Hellyer lived at Orchards,
Rowfant, with their three adopted children: Peter, 'Butch' and Penney. While Arthur spent much of his
time writing books and serving, with Anthony J. Huxley, as joint editor of Amateur Gardening, it was
Gaye who designed the house and did much of the brickwork. After the house was complete she turned
her attention to the garden, planting an orchard with rare varieties of plum and apple trees considered
by Arthur and others to be in need of conservation.
From 1949 to 63 Mrs Hellyer, who graduated in Zoology from Bedford College, London, was
part-time A level Zoology and 0 level Biology teacher at East Grinstead County Grammar School in
Windmill Lane. If anyone wanted to add Agricultural Science to their 0 level tally, she would teach it
as an extra-curricular subject during the lunch hour. Travelling to and from school on the 474 bus, she
would often be seen walking from London Road to the school weighed down by a heavy Gladstonetype bag full of books. A large lady, without a trace of make-up, she wore flat heels and dressed mostly
in thick green or brown two-piece outfits. According to her daughter Penelope, she was a bit like Ann
Widdecombe, the former Home Secretary and M.P., in appearance and manner. You could certainly
hear every word she said from the back of the class. She didn't care much for people who were
pompous, arrogant or aloof. Fools were never suffered gladly. Strongly opinionated about a variety of
topics, she talked freely about her medical history and aired her views on matters as diverse as the
difficulties of rearing adopted children, ladies who were all paint and powder, or young P.E. masters
with one-track minds.
Gaye Hellyer took an amiable interest in most of the pupils she taught. She had a broad interest
in everything scientific and a down-to-earth approach that made it possible for pupils to say more or
less anything to her without fear of retribution. My first A level class with her was in 1955. She was
remarkably informal for a grammar school teacher, suggesting we called her 'Mrs H.' rather than
'Miss' or 'Mrs Hellyer'. Each member of the class was given a main textbook, Animal biology by
Grove and Newell (1947), with the warning that nobody ever got a top grade in any subject be getting
all their information from a single text. The biology library, if somewhat limited, contained more
advanced books that we were expected to read, such as J.Z. Young's massive The life of vertebrates
(1950) and The life of mammals (1957). Each week we were to take and read the New scientist. Copies
of the monthly journal Scientific American, bought for the main library, were also to be read. If Tony
Blair's priority was 'education, education, education', for Mrs H. it was 'read, read, read' or possibly
'evolution, evolution, evolution, because you can't begin to understand biology or zoology without the
unifying concept of evolution'.
Within the first month of being taught by her I was asked if there was any animal or plant in
which I was particularly interested. 'Chickens', I replied. 'I've just built a hen-house for about a dozen
birds from old weather-boarding.' 'When I next go to London', she said, 'I'll buy you a good book on
chickens.' True to her word, she opened her leather bag about a fortnight later and out came a book on
chickens, but instead of being on poultry husbandry as I expected, it bore the title Genetics for poultry
breeders. 'That will be twelve-and-sixpence' (equivalent to about £20 today), she said. When I asked
my father for the money he was not best pleased, but eventually dug deeply into his pocket to save me
from embarrassment. Stimulating pupils' interest in Zoology was one of Mrs H.'s main aims. Another
was in which she attempted to do this was to organise outings, mainly during school holidays. I went

with her on the London coach, accompanied by about half a dozen classmates, on separate visits to
London Zoo, the Burroughs Wellcome Museum and the Natural History Museum. The entire Zoology
class travelled by bus and train to Brighton Technical College to hear a series of eight to ten weekly
lectures by Dr Desmond Morris on animal behaviour. A trip was also arranged to watch plastic surgery
at the Queen Victoria Hospital, where we were allowed to watch surgeons at work from a balcony.
Presenting pupils with unsolicited books wasn't the only way Mrs H. surprised or shocked us.
You were expected to get yourself organised, read material like a bookworm, know the syllabus and
study your textbook without any prompting or guidance from her. Repeatedly she would attempt to
drive home the pillars of her teaching technique, saying things such as 'What's the point of my going
over material you can read for yourself in Grove & Newell? I'm going to teach you things the textbook doesn't cover at all or do very well, such as evolution of the vertebrate limb. That's stuff every
zoologist should know. It doesn't bother me if it's in or out of the syllabus.' Then she might add,
'Oh, by the way, I'm giving everyone a test next Monday on the first three chapters of Grove & Newell,
so make sure you have read them.'
At that point shock and horror set in. Although I had read the required pages, I hadn't done so
in anything like enough depth. When answers were returned, my mark was a miserable 28%. Ashamed
and surprised that I hadn't done better, I had nevertheless learned a valuable lesson, that what matters in
any science A level is factual material. You need to read scientific texts over and over again if you are
to acquire anything like the depth of knowledge required. 'Next time I give you a test on Grove &
Newell, it will be on the first five chapters. I shall expect you to at least double your mark to something
around 6001o. By the summer I expect you to be getting marks in the 70-75% range. Whether that
happens or not is entirely up to you. I'm not here to spoon-feed you. My job is to make sure you know
where to obtain information. Having found what you are looking for, it's up to you to learn enough
factual material to get the grades you want.'
The Hellyer and Huxley families got on well together. On the morning after Mrs H. had dined
with Sir Julian Huxley, evolutionary biologist and father of Andrew, she arrived at school still on cloud
nine, eager to tell us about the events of the previous evening. 'An interesting family, the Huxleys', she
said, 'a family in which the borders between genius and madness are, at times, pretty slender. Aldous
was as mad as a hatter, but Julian is a genius. He gave me a copy of his famous book [Evolution: the
modern synthesis (1942)], which I've brought along to show you. Julian says no more than about sixty
people in the world will understand everything in it. Now, which of you wants to be first to take it
home and read it?'
Like Julian Huxley and a long line of evolutionary biologists, Mrs H. had little or no time for
biblical fundamentalists. In my sixth-form days, while attending services at Nutley church I had been
strongly influenced by Christian fundamentalists, convinced that every word in the bible was literally
true. My cosy world of evangelical Christianity was torn apart when Mrs H. began to cover Darwin's
theory of evolution by natural selection. Initially I wasn't prepared to abandon the idea of being a little
lower than the angels for that of being a little higher than the apes. Mrs H., determined to convince me
on the strength of the evidence, asked if I was familiar with the story of Noah's ark. Did I really believe
that pairs of all the land animals in the world survived for more than a year cooped up in an ark with
floor space equivalent to about half the area of a football pitch? At that point I probably lost my
temper, telling her that miracles did happen even if she didn't believe them. 'Freeland, she said, 'Do
you know what carnivores are and what they do?' 'Yes, Mrs H', I answered, 'I believe they eat other

animals belonging to a different species.' 'That's right', she said. 'Now, if all the animals on the ark
signed in for breakfast on the first day, how many do you think were left to sign in for lunch and
supper?'
Mrs H. taught at the grammar school on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. A level Zoology

was allocated one triple, one double and one single period per week. The longer ones were used mainly
for dissection, a major part of the syllabus. Pupils were required to dissect a cockroach, earthworm,
dogfish, frog and mammal. Needless to say, the more times you dissected one of these animals, the
more proficient you became in the art of dissection, but there were financial constraints on the number
of animals the school could afford. Therefore any living cockroaches, earthworms, frogs and mammals
caught by pupils and taken to school were gratefully received. Mrs H., who treated all her animals well,
was nevertheless not in the least squeamish or hesitant when it came to killing them.
Rather than drown unwanted kittens beneath an inverted flower-pot immersed in a bucket of
cold water, she took them to school, placed them in an old biscuit tin, threw in a chloroform-soaked
piece of cotton wool, and replaced the lid. After about ten minutes the dead kittens were removed and
handed out for dissection. No-one, during the time I was at the school, seemed particularly concerned
about the morality of this practice. Attitudes changed markedly several years later when Mrs H.
mistakenly allowed a sixth-form class which included several girls to play with the kittens before she
killed them. One of the girls, horrified by the fate of these unfortunate animals, reported her to the
R.S.P.C.A., which carried out an investigation. When it became obvious that the kittens would have
been burned by direct skin contact with the chloroform the R.S.P.C.A. handed its findings to national
newspapers, some of which published the story as a major news item. Although the headmaster said he
had every confidence in Mrs Hellyer, refusing to sack her, many people up and down the country took a
different view. Several years after the rumpus had died down, and more humane methods of killing
animals were being used, Mrs H. told me that on the day after publication the school received three
bags of bate-mail, most of which was addressed to her.
Killing kittens with chloroform was not the only controversial thing that Mrs H. did. How she
was viewed by other members of staff is not recorded, but if you Went to the ladies' common room
during the lunch hour you would often see Mrs H. sitting alone in a corner getting on with her knitting.
I have no doubt she would have been given full credit for knowing her stuff and getting excellent A
level results year after year. On the other hand, other teachers might not have liked the very relaxed
open relationship she had with pupils or appreciated being the subject of her acerbic tongue, caustic
comments or gossip. When speaking to pupils about the headmaster, Mr R.V. Dawes, she would sometimes refer to him as 'Daddy' or 'Jack'. The senior mistress, Miss O.C. Broadway, was 'Blossom', Mr
D.L.M. Bain, the head of Science, was 'Donald', while Miss E.C. Pembroke, who taught Religious
Instruction, was 'sweet little Miss Pem'. Mrs H. seemed particularly antagonistic to Miss Broadway, a
painted lady but also an excellent teacher of English. Even if Mrs H. stopped short of describing her as
mutton dressed as lamb, or an autumn fruit still bearing the fragrance of a spring flower, she clearly
thought that the volume of scent and powder used by this teacher was over the top. 'There goes Miss
Broadway', she said one day, 'on her way for a quick cup of tea and a biscuit. I wonder ifit's lavender
or attar of roses today.' On another occasion, when pupils were leaving the biology lab, we paused to
let Miss Broadway pass. I was standing directly behind Mrs H., who remarked 'You can smell the scent
on some women after they have passed you, but you can small that one coming.' At times she didn't
seem to be any more charitably disposed towards Mr Bain, her kindly head of department, who was
primarily a chemist. She was particularly critical of any errors he made when teaching A level Botany.
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Mr Bain, for his part, probably wondered at times what was going on. Maybe he got a better idea by
frequently making unexpected appearances in the lab where she was teaching. 'Excuse me, Mrs
Hellyer, I seem to have run out of white chalk'. Then, about ten minutes later, 'Excuse me, Mrs
Hellyer, but I think I may have left my register in one of those drawers'. Finally, about ten minutes
before lunch, 'Excuse me, Mrs Hellyer, but Iforgot to ask you to clean the board before you leave'.
How did Mrs H. react to all those interruptions? 'One day', she said, 'that man will arrive at school
havingforgotten to bring his head.'
There are probably several ways in which the effectiveness of a teacher can be evaluated. One
of them is to follow the careers of those they taught. If the careers of those taught by Mrs H. between
1949 and 57, when I was a pupil at the Grammar School, are investigated, there is no doubt that her
record is outstanding. Listed below are the achievements often of her brighter pupils.

Dr Denis Minson, an agronomist who spent much of his working life in Australia, worked tirelessly to
effect the conservation of native grasslands. As a result of his work he was elected a Fellow of the
(Australian) Society of Biology.

Dr Robin Cole rose from Senior Lecturer to Professor of Cell Biology in the University of Sussex.
Detective Chief Superintendent Bob Small, a forensic scientist who became head of Leicestershire
C.I.D., played a key role in solving several murder cases and, more recently, became involved in reinvestigating the disappearance of Madeleine McCann.
Dr Peter Merrett, known as 'the spider man', is one of the world's leading experts on spiders. In
addition to writing two illustrated books on this group of invertebrates he edited the Bulletin of the
British Arachnological Society for thirty seven years. An oil painting of Dr Merrett by the portrait artist
Katherine Bryan-Merrett can be viewed on the internet as can his superb photograph of a male ladybird
spider.

Dr Richard Crockett, a geologist, has held major administrative posts and high office within the
Geological Society of London and the Mining Institute of Scotland.

Dr Ruth Hunt, a zoologist who later switched sciences to become a psychologist, specialised in the
study of male sex offenders.

Mr Alan Minchin, a surgeon, specialised in gynaecology, oncology and general surgery.
David W. Mitchell, who taught Biology at Imberhorne School, is a leading authority on myxomycetes,
otherwise known as slime moulds. Several photographs by David Mitchell, as well as articles of which
he was a co-author, can be viewed on the internet. At least one recently discovered species has been
named after him.

Ann Golton, a theatre sister in one of the leading London hospitals, was among the first people in the
United Kingdom to gain a degree in nursing.

David Summers is a vet with a practice in Leicestershire which specialises in the treating and training
dogs, especially German shepherds (Alsatians).
The last time I met Gaye Hellyer was in Turners Hill when we were both heading for the village
shop. We stopped and chatted for at least half an hour. She was walking with the aid of a stick, having
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recently undergone a successful hip replacement. Her other hip, she said, was going to be replaced in a
year or so, when she hoped it might be possible to throw the stick away. Unfortunately she developed
an infection soon after the second hip replacement and subsequently died in the Queen Victoria
Hospital aged 76.
I am grateful to Mrs Hellyer's daughter Penelope for some of the information in this article.
EDITOR'S NOTE: If anyone other than Mr Freeland had written it, his name might well have appeared in
the list above: B.Sc. (London), M.Sc. (Sussex), Fellow of the Institute of Biologists, Head of Science at
Worth School (where he in turn taught several of today's leading medical men), author of biology
textbooks and contributor to the Schools Science Review and other periodicals.

SOME PEOPLE OF EAST GRINSTEAD (continued): NORMAN PEARSON

M.J. Leppard

Norman Harold Pearson was born in 1925 at home above his father Harold's cycle, pram and
gramophone store at 75 High Street. Harold passed on the engineering skills learnt from his father as
Norman progressed through Aston House School to East Grinstead County Grammar School. He was a
choirboy at the parish church for several years, where, encouraged by the vicar, he played in the
churchyard, and then a member of the town's Youth Club.
In 1940, after only three years and though capable of continuing, he left school at the earliest
opportunity to assist his father because the war created exceptional demand for repairs to the bicycles of
the uniformed services as well as those of tradesmen. Evening classes improved his qualifications, not
least in engineering thawing. Model steam engines had long been his pastime, for which he designed
and produced all the working parts. In 1989, for example, he was constructing a working Sentinel DG6
steam wagon. He belonged to the Model Engineering Society, the Allotment Holders' Association and
the Working Men's Club.
Despite spending six weeks in hospital in 1935 with peritonitis, Norman Pearson led an active
life, working his garden at Sackville College and cycling up to 80 miles on Sunday afternoons. On his
father's death in 1949 he took over the business, seldom taking a holiday and saying in 2007 'I'll go on
until I hit the deck I suppose'. By then there were few calls for puncture kits or repairs and 'no English
makes on the market. It is all cheap foreign stuff. Schoolboys had long been referred elsewhere if they
brought in bicycles of which he disapproved. But 'I'd still have to pay the rates if I closed'.
Such principled adherence to quality and tradition characterised every aspect of Norman's life,
an incarnated rebuke to consumerism symbolised by ripening tomatoes in the shop window and neverreplaced functional gas lighting. He had strong views on local developments and politics and expressed
them forcefully. He equally firmly maintained that his property had been built in 1745 and had a tunnel
from the cellar to Brambletye Castle.
All this was not so much unrealistic eccentricity as great strength of character, respected by any
who got to know him. As a town and as a society we need people who stand out as different.
It was entirely fitting that Norman Pearson, who in 1952 had taken his driving test on a steam
vehicle, was borne to his grave on 28 November 2011 on the back of a steam lorry. 'This shop has
been my life', he had said a year earlier, 'and I wouldn't have retired even if I'd been able to.'
SOURCES: parish magazine July-Aug. 1989, E. G. Courier 30 Aug. 2007, E. G. Observer 5 Aug. 2010, personal memories
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EAST GRINSTEAD IN 1952: SMELLS, SOUNDS AND SIGHTS

M.J. Leppard

Nothing can evoke distant memories more distinctly and immediately than a sudden whiff of a
forgotten odour. Sixty years ago there were several now-lost distinctive smells in East Grinstead. The
High Street was frequently suffused with the smell of coffee being roasted at Teekoffs (premises now
incorporated without trace within Barclays Bank). In London Road, however, they generally stayed in
the shops. At no.18, the N.S.S. newsagents, it was a sort of amalgam of oilcloth and certain magazines.
In Francis (no.78) it was chocolate with hints of the other sweets in stock, in the Brockhurst Dairy (188)
milk as expected, but in the florists Cecil Hayes (202) the flour sold there trumped the scents of the
flowers. On the opposite side, the gasworks (behind the fire station) and the Shell-Mex and B.P. depot
(where the slip road now runs to Beeching Way) gave off their proper odours, while the open front of
no.65, Mac Fisheries, ensured no-one could be ignorant of its specialism. In Mence Smith's hardware
store (69) washing soda ruled. Taken for granted was the omnipresent tang, indoors or out, of tobacco
smoke, now almost totally outlawed.
Traffic did not always triumph over other sounds. In the week there might be a small band of
'ex-service' musicians in assorted items of uniform and everyday wear busking slowly along London
Road, half on the pavement and half on the road. The deserted calm of Sunday ensured a hearing for
the instrumentalists, vocalists and speaker of the Salvation Army gathered on the corner of King Street
before marching, band playing, behind the bowed, white-haired figure of Jimmy Crowhurst proudly
carrying the flag back to evening worship in their hall in London Road (opposite where McDonald's
now stands). On the other six days the whole town heard Stennings' hooter, the steam-whistle at the
timber yard (opposite King George's Field) that demarcated working times at most other workplaces
too. At any time of any day all East Grinstead might hear the 'all clear' air-raid siren summoning the
firemen to action. The prevailing south-west wind often brought the Turners Hill brigade's siren within
earshot. Less frequently the Lingfield alarm could be heard. A bell on each appliance, rung vigorously
by hand, was sufficient to warn other road-users.
As the siren sounded, the men could be seen running from their nearby houses or workplaces,
adjusting their uniforms as they went. Children, and even some adults, would gather to see the
appliances turn out. There were no traffic lights to take into consideration, and the rival traffic still
included horse-drawn carts or wagons, including those of British Railways, based in the goods yard
(next to today's Broadway public house), and of a coal-merchant named Payne. Householders spotting
him delivering might stand by with a shovel to gather for their gardens any dung the horse might leave
outside. Dog mess, however, was never scooped up; that was not practicable until plastic bags became
ubiquitous. One therefore watched one's step on the pavements, while the gutters were scanned for
cigarette-ends to be combined into roll-ups by the tramps passing through. (Street-drinkers are a later
phenomenon, and in East Grinstead always a rare one.) The tramps seemed to have regular itineraries,
however. Every so often a knock on one's door would announce one in a large dingy-brown overcoat
from whose pockets he would fish out mothballs for purchase. More acceptably, a Breton would call,
complete with bicycle, beret, and strings of onions round his neck. The townspeople themselves could
be seen of an evening strolling through the town centre 'window-shopping', noting the goods on sale
and maybe admiring the art of the window-dresser. (Today those undertaking such study are checking
the estate agents' latest asking price for a house comparable to their own; almost all the other shop
windows are placarded with special offers or shuttered off completely.) Pedestrian progress along
London Road included the hazard of the trailing hoses of the petrol pumps at garages.
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NEW LOCAL PUBLICATIONS ON DISC

reviewed by M.J. Leppard

A TRANSCRIPTION OF THE SURVIVING EAST GRINSTEAD RECORDS FOR THE 1811,
1821 & 1831 CENSUSES has been produced by the Sussex Family History Group in CD form. There

was no requirement in those years to send in the lists of names, only the statistics, so we are fortunate
that our parish officers preserved 1811 complete, the town section of 1821 and fragments of 1831. The
originals are in the West Sussex Record Office and there is no transcription or facsimile on the internet,
so this enterprising version, indexed by its editors, is a potential godsend for local and family historians.
For the purposes of review it is not possible to check every word against the originals, but I have done so
against (1) parts of a complete manuscript transcription of 1811 that I made many years ago, together
with a few entries from 1821 and 31; (2) photocopies of a specimen page from each year (the one
containing the entry for East Court) that West Sussex Record Office supplied in 1991 to help me prepare
a temporary exhibition on censuses; (3) one page of the High Street in 1821 against names well attested
in other records of the time. Generally the job appears to have been done adequately, though there are
some grotesque misreadings in 1821, attributable to understandable unfamiliarity with local sources and
perhaps similar limited acquaintance with informal handwriting of the time. Among examples noted for
that year are: Frances Riddle as 'Beddle', though correct in 1811; Mary Weiare as 'Wearie'; William
Pobgee as 'Pobger'; and Thomas Palmer as 'Palliner' with one house inhabited by one family but no
figures for the numbers of males and females. In 1831 William Hues (the tollgate keeper, usually
Hughes) is read as 'Huos'. Such errors will not prevent me from gratefully using this CD to supplement
details I have already found in other sources, though cautiously. They will alert other users that anything
doubtful will need to be checked against the originals. [3 from the Group's Publications Secretary, 40
Tanbridge Park, Horsham, RH12 1SZ, or at the Town Museum]
EAST GRINSTEAD PARISH REGISTERS (Baptisms 1558-1900, Marriages 1560-1900, Burials

1575-1899) have been transcribed and published in the same format by the Parish Register Transcription
Society. The material is tabulated, convenient but disguising the varying presentation in the originals,
which are not discussed, nor any other transcripts or published studies. Thus there is no mention of the
Sussex Record Society's vol. 24, our earliest register, 1558-1661, transcribed by R.P. Crawfurd (of the
well-known local family) and edited by Miss Cooper, which I found to be very faithful when the original
resurfaced. It is, however, followed in its use of bishop's transcripts to plug mid-17th century lacunae.
No awareness is shown of my report of the rediscovery or my supplementary material and dating a loose
leaf to 164445* rather than Crawfurd's guess 1647 or 49 which is accepted as it stands. Mr G.M.
Smart's transcriptions of the second and third volumes (in several repositories) and his reconstruction
from parish magazines of the destroyed 1868-1920 burial register (in the Town Museum) were
apparently not consulted. The bishop's transcripts are sensibly employed to cover that period. The
female christian name Johane is indifferently rendered Joane or Johan and other first names are generally
modernised. 'Of in front of place-names is consistently replaced by 'from': thus 'from Mayes' could
appear to refer to a village somewhere rather than a local farm. Printing 'Horsham?' for Horshoe, also a
farm here, illustrates the inevitable risks of lack of local knowledge. More seriously misleading, 'a
bastard', the correct term in law, is squeamishly bowdlerised to the later 'baseborn'. Sampling at
random reveals the burial entries for September 1638 attributed to August; De Collegio (of [Sackville]
College) taken as a surname (3 March 1640); and Giles Laborer's daughter set out as the daughter of
Giles Labourer, rather than of Giles the labourer (30 March 1575). There is a surname index and several
photographs of the present church but no indication that most of the rites recorded took place before it
was built. So again, use with equal gratitude and caution. [From S.F.H.G. as in previous item]
* Bulletin 29, p.10 (reprinted Sussex Family Historian, vol.4, p.223) and S.F.H., vol.1, pp.41-44 respectively
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WEALDEN POWER: WINDMILLS AND WA TERMILLS OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD AREA
Roy Henderson (the e-book reviewed in Bulletin 102) has been 'refined, expanded or corrected' in a new
edition, taking note inter alia of that review, which is duly acknowledged, and of the article on the mill
on the Common in the same issue, which is not specifically mentioned. The author accepts that 'North
End Post mill' is a name invented in the 20th century and, in view of the use elsewhere of the historic
'Old Black Mill', wisely settles for the unambiguous 'East Grinstead Common Windmill'. Anyone
seriously interested in local mills should definitely obtain this replacement (from the author, 11 Crescent
Road, East Grinstead, RH19 1HR (07396 163361), RoyHend(21),G.maiLcom).
AND ON PAPER
ASHURST WOOD, from the early village to the present day
(Ashurst Wood Historians, 2011) is a
handsomely produced A4 book of 72 pages including two maps and many illustrations, some in colour.
It is not a narrative history but a collection of short articles, most of them lightly revised, sometimes
expanded, sometimes contracted, already published by the Historians in their Ashurst Wood, a village
history (1983) and Ashurst Wood, 1086-1986 (1986) augmented from their Ashurst Wood in the 20th
century (2000). New material includes sections on the tithe map, the Community Association, Ashurst
Wood at the beginning of the 21st century and (by an enthusiast but with gaps) public transport. No
contributors are credited (apart from the late John Stapleton), illustrations are not dated or attributed, and
there are no contact details - an extraordinary omission if the book is to achieve more for the group than
disseminate information. Equally extraordinary, there seems to have been little attempt to draw on
research on the history of the village published elsewhere, not least by contributors to our Bulletin
[mainly 65 (origins of Ashurst Wood), 67 (Grinstead Weald), 68 (Hundreds and tithings), 73 (Hundred
of E.G.), 99 (Wald)] whether to discuss, to summarise or to acknowledge as too recondite for the book's
purpose. Much that could have been amplified or corrected thus retains avoidable errors. [5.50 at
Town Museum]
EAST SUSSEX CHURCH MONUMENTS, 1530-1830 (Sussex Record Society, vol.93, 2011),
compiled and edited by Professor Nigel Llewellyn, is a comprehensive catalogue of 1409 items in 144
churches in the three historic eastern rapes of the county. There are 200 high quality full-colour images
of complete monuments or details of particular note, but all 3400 photographs taken for the project can
be seen at www.sussexrecordsociety.org . Brass, iron and wooden memorials are treated equally with
those of stone, and details are given of those documented in the past but no longer visible. It is a pity
that the editor was not aware of the notes on those in our parish church by the authoritative Mrs Esdaile,
now in the West Sussex Record Office (PAR348/7/4) but printed verbatim at appropriate points in the
fourth edition (only) of Dr Golding-Bird's East Grinstead and its parish church (Dec. 1938). In
particular, Professor Llewellyn did not spot that the 1744 monument to Lord Abergavenny is by
Scheemakers and once sported two items of funerary armour. *
THE FELBRIDGE AND DISTRICT HISTORY GROUP's 'handout' 106 (Nov. 2011) is EARLY
HISTORY OF HEDGECOURT MANOR AND FARM, an area of which a small part lay in East
Grinstead but deserving mention here for two new developments: specific source-references in footnotes
(118 of them, testimony to the thoroughness of the research) and expert discussion, with diagrams and
map, of the physical evidence in the landscape, far in advance of anything so far attempted in our pages.
We can therefore learn from it how we might ideally aim higher. The welter of early documents is a
double-edged boon: harder for writer to interpret and reader to follow than when just a handful survives.
*

For the record: when one was stolen in the late 20th century, the other was returned to the family.
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EAST GRINSTEAD MUSEUM COMPASS 36 (Autumn 2011) continues to publish work by fledgling
historians: Benjamin Bartlett on Dry Hill and William Jacobs on his home, 23 Grosvenor Road. Mid19th century photographs of East Grinstead continue to be discussed, mostly ones not considered before.
The latest (14th) edition of the OFFICIAL GUIDE TO EAST GRINSTEAD came out in October 2011.
[Available at East Court, Tourist Information in Library, and Town Museum]
BLACK WELL PRIMARY SCHOOL HIGH WEALD WELLY WALK,
a well-illustrated full-colour
brochure resulting from an imaginative collaboration between the school and the High Weald A.O.N.B.
Unit, is an historical-environmental trail from Blackwell School via Moat Pond, past Estcots and
Fairlight, through Ashplats Wood and across the grounds of East Court. Ancient woodland, the iron
industry, vernacular buildings and early tracks are explained in ways that should be within the capacity
of the majority of children without condescension, so adults, especially newcomers to our part of the
world, should not be ashamed to be seen carrying copies. It is an aspect of the 'High Weald Heroes'
primary school programme whose laudable aim is to encourage children to explore, care for, enjoy, find
out about and be proud of their countryside, something your editor and his contemporaries absorbed in
their childhood by roaming freely over the area traversed without a leaflet and its now inevitable 'risk
assessment - points to consider' - but better that than never discovering this heritage at all. [Available
free of charge at East Court]
THE TIMES of 20 August 2011 contained an illustrated feature on shop-closures in East Grinstead,
'The death of a middle-class high street' by Marcus Leroux, with a far more negative emphasis than the
facts warranted. The national trend reflected here was far worse in many other places.
WEST SUSSEX HISTORY 79 (Autumn 2011) includes an article on cricketing grounds on tithe maps
including three in East Grinstead. It also records the accession by the county record office of the East
Grinstead Courier from 1944 to 2004.
THE EAST SUSSEX RECORD OFFICE REPORT FOR 2009-10 notes the acquisition of records,
mainly photographs, of Stoke Brunswick School from 1892, when it was in Hove, to closure in 2009
when it was at Dutton Homestall in Ashurst Wood.

Adrian Bristow, SUBURBAN BOY: Growing up in South East London in the 1930s

(History Press,
2008) escaped notice here when it came out, for obvious reasons, but it has a local relevance that should
be placed on record here. The author's father was born here in 1896, leaving in 1914 for the war, but his
father, George, and most of his siblings remained in the town until their deaths, and Adrian (born 1926)
was frequently brought to East Grinstead on family visits. As those people fade from living memory and
the 1930s hasten out of view for ever, Adrian Bristow gives us information about them that will never be
able to be recreated from documents: live human beings, their appearance and their ways. In particular,
the detailed description of the family home in Queens Road (given as 88 but verifiable from directories
as 119), with the use and contents of each room, is a unique insight, corroborated from my recollections
of comparable houses here. Although I am a decade younger than Mr Bristow, and from rather lower in
the well-defined class system of the time, the East Grinstead of his boyhood is mine also, and his young
life and its development uncannily similar to mine. Fleeting glimpses though they are, his recollections
can be relied on as an accurate picture for posterity. As for the book as a whole, it is so well written that
it can be recommended as a 'good read' of genuine human interest, preferring honesty about himself and
his circumstances to nostalgic glamorisation. [f 12.99 from bookshops]

